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Oligo-Quinolylene-Vinylene Foldamers 

Jinhua Wang[a], Barbara Wicher[b], Victor Maurizot*[a] and Ivan Huc*[a,c] 

 

Abstract: Quinoline based aromatic amide foldamers are known to 

adopt stable folded conformations. We have developed a synthetic 

approach to produce similar oligomers where all amide bonds, or part 

of them, have been replaced by an isosteric vinylene group. The 

results of solution and solid state structural studies show that 

oligomers exclusively containing vinylene linkages are not well folded, 

and adopt predominantly flat conformations. In contrast, a vinylene 

segment flanked by helical oligoamides also folds in a helix, albeit with 

a slightly lower curvature. The presence of vinylene functions also 

result in an extension of -conjugation across the oligomer that may 

change their charge transport properties. Altogether, these results 

pave the way to foldamers in which both structural control and specific 

electronic properties may be engineered. 

Introduction 

Isosteres are molecules or functional groups that possess similar 

overall morphologies. The use of isosteric replacement is well 

known and used in medicinal chemistry to improve small molecule 

drug design by modulating their activity, degradability and 

facilitating their synthetic access.[1] Isosteric replacement has also 

been demonstrated in biomolecules such as peptides.[2] The 

isosteric replacement of an amide group has been used to probe 

peptide structure[3] as well as function.[4] Peptide isosteres have 

been shown to resist enzyme degradation which enhances their 

suitability for therapeutic applications.[5] Among various possible 

peptide backbone modifications, the vinyl group has been one of 

the most studied amide surrogates to date, due to its similarities 

in shape, bond lengths and bond angles.[6]  

Aside from isosteres, biomolecular mimicry has been 

demonstrated through the use of entirely synthetic, unnatural 

building blocks. These may not necessarily perfectly match the 

shape of a parent macromolecule, but they fold into architectures 

that overall resemble biopolymer secondary structures such as 

helices or sheets found in proteins.[7] Along that line, our group[8] 

and others[9] have developed aromatic oligoamide foldamers 

(AOFs). In AOFs, the amide group serves both easy synthetic 

accessibility and mediates intramolecular non covalent 

interactions that induce conformational restrictions eventually 

leading to folding. Among the different families of AOFs, 

oligoamides of 8-amino-2-quinolinecarboxylic acid have been 

extensively studied (Scheme 1).[10] In these molecules, pseudo-

conjugation between contiguous amide and aryl sp2 groups favors 

co-planarity. Furthermore, local electrostatic NH--N attractions 

and C=O--N repulsions involving the amide groups and 

neighboring quinoline endocyclic nitrogen atoms have been 

shown to be responsible for a strong conformational bias at 

rotatable bonds,[11] resulting in strand curvature and eventually 

promoting helical folding. In the helix, contacts between stacked 

aromatic rings further stabilize the structure, in particular in protic 

solvents.[10c] These molecules have been previously shown to 

work as peptide or DNA mimics and to interact with proteins.[8c,12] 

Furthermore, they have also been shown to possess remarkable 

charge transport properties, through both photo-induced charge 

transfer between a donor and an acceptor group placed at the 

extremities of a helix, and at metal-organic-metal junctions.[13] 

Charge transport is thought to proceed via a hopping mechanism, 

whereby an electron hops, generating a quinoline radical cation 

that propagates along the helical structure. Theoretical 

calculations suggested that the efficiency of hole transport, i.e. the 

low attenuation of charge transport rates with distance, was a 

result of the coexistence of two pathways, one through the 

pseudo-conjugated amide backbone, the other along the helical 

axis through stacked quinoline rings.[13] 

 

Scheme 1. Amide linkage and its vinyl isostere in a quinoline oligomer. The 

double-headed arrow shows electrostatic repulsions. 

In the interest of further improving the charge transport 

properties of aromatic foldamer helices, we considered replacing 

some amide groups of quinoline-based helical AOFs with vinyl 

groups. Indeed, the vinyl group is not only a commonly 

encountered amide isostere but it is also a promoter of 

conjugation between contiguous aryl rings. Poly(p-phenylene-

vinylene) is a semiconducting polymer[14] and large -conjugated 
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compounds have been extensively studied in the field of 

optoelectronic organic materials.[14a,15] Nevertheless, despite its 

common use in polymeric materials, the vinyl group has rarely 

been exploited in aliphatic[16] and aromatic[17] foldamer main 

chains. Replacing amides by vinyl groups in AOFs obviously 

introduces additional degrees of conformational freedom as 

aforementioned hydrogen bonding and electrostatic repulsions no 

longer occur. It was thus not clear at the start of this study whether, 

and under which condition, the vinyl-containing AOFs oligomers 

would fold.  

Herein, we present an efficient synthesis of quinolylene-

vinylene oligomers and of hybrid sequences with AOFs. We show 

that quinolylene-vinylene oligomers do not possess a strong 

inherent folding propensity, but that they adopt helical 

conformations in a solvent dependent manner when flanked with 

helical AOF segments. These results pave the way to foldamers 

in which both structural control and specific electronic properties 

may be engineered. 

Results and Discussion 

Synthesis of homomeric quinolylene-vinylene oligomers. In 

order to evaluate the structural influences of vinyl linkages in 

quinoline-based foldamers, a series of organic soluble oligomers 

(6-11) composed of 2 to 6 quinoline units were prepared and their 

propensity to fold into defined architectures was studied in 

solution using 1H NMR and in the solid state via X-ray 

crystallography. The synthesis was achieved according to the 

route described in Scheme 2 (see supplementary information for 

details). The synthetic strategy is based on the iterative addition 

of one monomer at a time to the oligomer through a Horner-

Wadsworth-Emmons (HWE) olefination using phosphonate ester 

5 as the key building block. The elongation of the oligomer was 

implemented at the terminal carboxylate ester, through its 

conversion to the corresponding aldehyde and through a 

subsequent HWE reaction with 5. A direct reduction of the ester 

to the aldehyde using common reducing agents, such as DIBAL, 

was found to be hard to control and reproduce. Instead, a two-

step pathway involving a quantitative reduction to the alcohol and 

a controlled re-oxidation using SIBX[18] afforded the aldehyde in 

good yield and high reproducibility. 

The quinoline derivative 1 is both the starting monomer for 

chain elongation and a precursor of phosphonate ester 5. It was 

prepared following similar procedures to those used in related 

AOF series.[19] The Michael addition of o-toluidine to dimethyl 

acetylene dicarboxylate gave a fumarate that was subsequently 

cyclized to produce a 4-(1H)-quinolone precursor of 1. Alkylation 

using the Mitsunobu reaction with 2-ethyl-1-butanol afforded 1 

which could then be converted in two steps to aldehyde 3. 

Compound 1 was also converted in two steps to building block 5 

after a radical bromination (using NBS as bromine source) and 

installation of the phosphonate group (Scheme 2). The 

subsequent HWE reaction between aldehyde 3 and phosphonate 

5 using NaH as the base afforded the first vinyl group in the 

sequence. Only the E isomer was detected, as expected for a 

bulky phosphonate intermediate.[20] The Z  isomer, if present at all, 

was not identified. Under the conditions used, partial 

saponification of the methyl ester occurred as an unwanted side 

reaction. Thus, an additional esterification step was performed as 

part of the work up to obtain the desired dimer 6 in 63 % isolated 

yield. Oligomer elongation was then achieved by iterative 

conversion of the terminal methyl ester into an aldehyde followed 

by the addition of monomer 5 under optimized conditions. 

Oligomers 6-11, composed of 2 to 7 quinoline units linked by 1 to 

6 vinyl bonds, respectively, were obtained using this strategy. The 

yield per monomer elongation eventually decreased from 63 % to 

37 %. 

 

Scheme 2. Synthesis of quinolylene-vinylene oligomers. a: NaBH4, THF, 60°C; 

b: SIBX, THF 60°C; c: N-bromosuccinimide (NBS) S, CCl4, rfx; d: P(OiPr)3; e: i) 

5, NaH, 15-crown-5, THF; ii) MeI, K2CO3, Acetone. 

 

Figure 1. Part of the 1H NMR spectra (300 MHz) of 1 and 6-11 at 298 K in 

CDCl3: a) 1; b) 6; c) 7; d) 8; e) 9; f) 10; g) 11. Methyl ester, terminal aryl-methyl 

and vinyl proton signals are highlighted for all spectra in red, blue and green, 

respectively. 



 
    

 

 

 

 

 

Structural investigation of homomeric quinolylene-vinylene 

oligomers. The UV-Vis spectra of monomer 1 and oligomers 6-

11 were recorded in CHCl3 (Figure S1) and highlighted that the 

introduction of one double bond (i.e. from 1 to 6) resulted in 

bathochromic and hyperchromic shifts representative of a 

conjugated system. Further increase of the oligomer chain length 

(from 6 to 11) resulted in a moderate but continuous red shift of 

the absorption maximum up to 430 nm. Fluorescence emission 

spectra demonstrated a similar red shift of the fluorescence 

emission maxima upon increasing oligomer length (Table S1), 

again reflecting the overall increase in the conjugation of  

electron orbitals. 

The folding propensity of these new oligomers was studied 

in solution by 1H NMR in CDCl3. In the parent AOFs, aromatic 

stacking associated with helical folding results in strong 

intramolecular ring current effects. Signals spread over a wide 

range of chemical shift values despite the repetitive nature of the 

sequence, and shift upfield as oligomer length increases.[8a,10a] 

This effect can be monitored, for example, by following the signal 

of the terminal methyl ester protons. The 1H NMR spectra of 

quinolylene-vinylene oligomers 6-11 and of monomer 1 (Figure 1) 

do show a certain degree of spreading of the chemical shift values 

and notably downfield shifted vinyl resonances in the 9-9.5 ppm 

range, presumably due to the deshielding effects of adjacent 

quinoline nitrogen atoms. The signal of the terminal methyl ester 

protons has the same chemical shift in the monomer 1 and the 

dimer 6. However, in trimer 7, it is upfield-shifted by 0.4 ppm, 

indicating a significant modification of the electronic environment 

of these protons attributed to overlapping aromatic rings. In a 

helical conformation, such an effect would be expected to 

increase upon oligomer elongation. In accordance with this, the 

signal is further upfield-shifted in tetramer 8. However, this effect 

then plateaus, and a downfield shift is eventually observed when 

going from tetramer 8 to pentamer 9. The results of the 1H NMR 

investigation spectra are thus suggestive of folding but do not 

compare to what has been observed in parent AOFs.[10a] In 

addition, the sharp peaks and the absence of anisochronous AB 

patterns of the side chain methylene signals indicate that 

asymmetric conformations, if they exist, interconvert rapidly on 

the NMR time scale. 

In order to investigate possible preferred conformations at 

aryl-vinyl linkages, 1H-1H-NOESY experiments were carried out in 

CDCl3. Dimer 6 which contains a single vinyl group was used as 

the initial model. For this compound, four possible conjugated 

(flat) conformations may be considered by subsequent flips 

around aryl-vinyl bonds (I-IV in Figure 2a). Among them, 

conformers II and IV, when iterated in a long oligomer, would be 

conducive of helical folding whereas conformers I and III would 

result into flat tape structures. 

For each of these conformations different sets of NOE 

correlations between aromatic protons H3, H7 and vinylic protons 

H, H are expected (Figure 2b). After assignment of the different 

signals, NOESY experiments performed with 6 demonstrated 

strong correlations between H3 with H, and between H7 and H, 

in agreement with conformer III (Figure 2c). However, weaker H3-

Hβ and H7-Hα correlations were also observed, suggesting that 

either conformer I, or II and IV, or I and II and IV, are also present. 

In short, conformational bias appears not to be quantitative and 

not conducive of a helical conformation. In order to assess 

whether cooperative effects associated with an increasing 

oligomer length change conformational behavior, NOESY 

experiments were also carried out on tetramer 8, which contains 

four vinyl bonds (Figure S2). The pattern of correlations was found 

to be similar to that of dimer 6 indicating that flat conformations 

prevail. 

 

 

Figure 2. a) Four possible conformations of dimer 6. b) Expected corresponding 
1H-1H NOESY correlations. c) Part of the 1H-1H NOESY spectrum of 6 in CDCl3 

at 298 K (400 MHz) showing the correlations between vinyl protons and 

adjacent aromatic protons. d) Top (left) and side (right) views of the solid state 

structure of dimer 6. All side chains and hydrogen atoms are removed for clarity; 

the vinylene group is highlighted in yellow. 



 
    

 

 

 

 

 

In contrast with the solution behavior, a solid state structure 

of dimer 6 in its conformer II was obtained by crystallographic 

analysis of a single crystal grown by slow diffusion of methanol 

into a dichloromethane solution (Figure 2d). The structure is 

almost flat with a dihedral angle between the two aromatic rings 

of only 8.6°. The presence of this conformer in the solid makes it 

likely that its proportion in solution is not negligible. 

In summary, homomeric quinolylene-vinylene oligomers 

appear not to adopt well defined conformations in solution. Tape 

like conformations and bent helical conformations may coexist, 

perhaps even within the same molecule, and interconvert rapidly. 

A plausible approach to bias these conformational equilibria, and 

favor helical conformations, would be to investigate these 

molecules in protic solvent where solvophobic effects will disfavor 

tape conformations in which aryl rings are exposed. Such solvent 

induced folding has been evidenced in other aromatic 

oligomers.[21] Indeed, the addition of up to 40% CD3OD to a CDCl3 

solution of hexamer 10 resulted in a spreading of aromatic and 

vinylic 1H NMR signals over a larger range of chemical shifts and 

to some upfield shifts (Figure S3). The signals remained sharp. 

Such changes hint at an enhancement of ring current effects due 

to aromatic stacking, possibly associated with an enrichment of 

helical conformations. However, hexamer 10 was not soluble 

beyond 40 % CD3OD. A full investigation of the effect of 

solvophobicity would entail the synthesis of a new family of 

oligomers bearing suitable solubilizing side chains in place of the 

2-ethyl-butyloxy groups of 6-11. This was not considered in the 

context of the current study. It was decided instead to investigate 

the effects of helical AOFs flanking quinolylene-vinylene 

segments.  

 

Synthesis of hybrid quinolylene-vinylene 

quinolinecarboxamide oligomers. We have shown in earlier 

studies that helical AOFs can template the folding of otherwise 

flexible monomers.[22] In order to take advantage of this effect and 

dictate the folding of oligo-quinolylene-vinylene segments into a 

helix, oligoamide precursors have been attached at the 

extremities of oligomers containing 1, 3 and 5 vinyl groups. 

Typically, tetrameric oligoamides were used, whose synthesis 

can be carried out on the multi-gram scale.[19] According to this 

design, oligomers 19, 20 and 21 were prepared (Scheme 3). 

The key building block for the synthesis of these hybrid 

oligomers is the Boc-amino-aldehyde 13. This unit allows one to 

connect the oligoamide C-terminus to the oligo-quinolylene-

vinylene segment, while the C-terminus of the latter can readily 

be coupled to the amine terminus of another oligoamide. 

Monomer 13 was prepared using a strategy similar to that of 

compound 1. Boc-protected amino-ester 12 was reduced to its 

corresponding alcohol and re-oxidized to the desired aldehyde 13. 

Subsequent elongation using a HWE reaction with the 

phosphonate ester 5, followed by reduction of the carboxylate 

ester, similar to oligomers 6-11, afforded the terminal BocNH-

quinolylene-vinylene oligomers 14, 15 and 16, containing 1, 3 and 

5 vinylene groups. Deprotection and coupling of tetrameric oligo-

quinolinecarboxamide segments at each end led to the desired 

hybrids 19-21 containing vinylene segments of different lengths 

flanked by helically folded quinoline oligoamide tetramers. 

 

 

Scheme 3. Synthesis of quinoline oligoamide-oligovinylene hybrid foldamers. 

a: NaBH4, THF, 60°C; b: SIBX, THF 60°C; c: i) 5, NaH, 15-crown-5, THF; ii) MeI, 

K2CO3, Acetone; d: i) NaOH, THF/MeOH, RT; ii) (COCl)2,CH2Cl2; iii) 17 or 17’, 

iPr2NEt, CH2Cl2; iv) TFA, CHCl3; v) 18 or 18’, iPr2NEt, CH2Cl2. 

Structural investigation of hybrid quinolylene-vinylene 

quinolinecarboxamide oligomers. The 1H NMR analysis of 

hybrid oligomer 19 revealed the coexistence of two conformations 

(one major 91% and one minor 9%) in slow exchange on the NMR 

time scale (Figure 3a). Two sets of signals are observed in CDCl3 

at 298K whose proportions do not depend on concentration but 

are dependent on solvent. Upon the addition of CD3OH (Figure 

3a) or upon replacing CDCl3 by CD2Cl2 (Figure S10), the 

proportion of the minor species decreases further to less than 2%. 

By analogy with previous oligomers,[22] these two species were 

attributed to a PP/MM conformer where the two helical AOF 

segments have the same helical handedness, and to a PM 

conformer where the two AOF segments have opposite 

handedness. Indeed, the inversion of handedness for a 

pentameric helix is expected to be slow on the NMR timescale, 

whereas the dynamics around the vinylene group (Figure 2a) has 

been shown above to be fast. The strong bias in favor of one 

conformer reflects a close-to-quantitative chirality communication 

between the two helical segments via either a conservation or 

inversion of helicity. 



 
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. a) Part of the 1H NMR spectra (300 MHz) of 19, 20 and 21 in CDCl3 

containing different proportions of CD3OH. Black circles in spectra of 19 and 20, 

indicate the coexistence of a second conformer for these compounds. The 

spectra of 21 showed too many conformers to be identified. b,c) X-ray structures 

of 19 (b) and 20 (c). d,e) Comparison of the helix cross sections of 20 in its 

vinylic part (d) and its oligoamide part (e). Side chains and aromatic hydrogen 

atoms are removed for clarity; vinylene groups are highlighted in yellow. In d), 

the shape of an 18-crown-6 (top right) highlights the inner rim of the helix in the 

vinylic part. In e) the shape of an 15-crown-5 (top right) highlights the inner rim 

of the helix in the amide part 

Slow diffusion of MeOH to a CHCl3 solution of 19 yielded 

crystals suitable for single crystal X-Ray diffraction analysis. The 

solid state structure of 19 revealed a racemic PP/MM 

conformation (Figure 3b) in which the vinylene group is in a type 

II conformation, as observed in the solid state structure of dimer 

6. The dihedral angle between the quinoline rings connected to 

the vinyl group was measured at 17.5° as the helical twist forbids 

a planar conformation. In order to assess whether this solid state 

conformation corresponds to the major species in solution, a 1H-

NMR spectrum was recorded immediately after dissolving a 

crystal in CDCl3. Unfortunately, the spectra showed the two 

species, indicating that equilibrium had been reached within the 

time frame of the measurement, i.e. more than two minutes. To 

further slowdown the inversion of helix handedness, oligomer 19’ 

was prepared. This compound comprised two AOF segments 

containing not 5 but 9 quinoline units linked by one vinyl group. 

The 1H NMR spectrum of this oligomer also demonstrated two 

species in the same proportions as 19. (91% and 9%, 

respectively). Compound 19’ could be crystalized as well and X-

Ray diffraction analysis revealed a similar conformation to that of 

19 (Figure S7). After dissolving a crystal of 19’ in CDCl3, 

immediate recording of a 1H-NMR spectrum showed only one set 

of signals corresponding to the major set at equilibrium. The 

second set of signal slowly emerged upon the course of hours at 

298K (Figure S9). Thus the match between the major species in 

solution and the solid state structure was unambiguously 

established for what concerns the AOF segments. 

However, this did not tell about the conformation of the 

vinylene group, as a rapid equilibrium between conformer II 

observed in the solid state and conformer IV, both conducive of a 

helical conformation, could not be excluded. To address this point, 
1H-1H NOESY NMR spectra of 19 were recorded as performed for 

6. At 298K in CDCl3 or CD2Cl2, the vinyl proton signals were broad 

and difficult to assess. When changing the solvent for C2D2Cl4 and 

increasing the temperature to 333K, two sharp doublets arose at 

4.72 and 7.80 ppm corresponding to H and Hrespectively 

(Figures S5-S6). The broadness of these signals at 298 K is 

indicative of some conformational dynamics around these protons 

that are neither fast nor slow, including a possible exchange 

between two conformers. After assigning the aromatic H3 and H7 

protons adjacent to the vinyl group, NOE correlation cross peaks 

could be interpreted as being between the signal of H and the 

signals of H3 and H7 (Figure S8), showing that conformation II is 

predominant in solution at this temperature. This result is in sharp 

contrast with the solution behavior of 6 for which conformer III 

prevails in solution. It shows that the AOF segments template the 

conformation of the vinyl bond eventually leading to a canonical 

helix from a hybrid sequence. 

With this result, we next investigated the solution behavior 

of oligomers 20 and 21, which possess three and five vinyl groups, 

respectively. As for 19, the 1H-NMR spectrum of compound 20 

showed the coexistence of two sets of signals that were attributed 

to the PP/MM and the PM conformers, in slow exchange on the 

NMR time scale. The minor species was more abundant than for 

19 but its proportion could also be reduced upon adding CD3OH 

(Figure 3a). X-Ray diffraction analysis of a single crystal of 20 

obtained by slow diffusion of MeOH into a CH2Cl2 solution also 

showed a PP/MM canonical helix where all the vinylene bonds 

adopt conformation II (Figure 3c). In this case the quinolylene-

vinylene segment spans a full helix turn. Interestingly, viewing this 

segment from the top (Figure 3d, 3e) highlights that its curvature 

is reduced compared to that of the AOF helix. Bond angles at the 

amide and vinyl groups differ slightly so that the inner rim of the 

quinolylene-vinylene segment matches with the shape of an 18-

crown-6 macrocycle whereas the inner rim of the AOF helix 

matches with the shape of a 15-crown-5 macrocycle (Figure 3). 

The higher curvature of the AOF helix is consequential of a 

pinching effect within five-membered 2-quinolinecarboxamide 

hydrogen-bonded rings. The vinylic protons do not form hydrogen 

bonds strong enough for this pinching to occur and, in that respect, 

the vinyl group does not constitute a perfect amide isostere. 

For compound 21, analysis of the NMR spectra in CDCl3 

revealed a complex behavior with the presence of more than two 

species. We hypothesized that the pentameric quinolylene-

vinylene central segment of 21 adopts several conformations that 

are no longer in fast exchange as for compounds 6-11. The 

terminal AOF helices thus slow down conformational dynamics 



 
    

 

 

 

 

 

and act as reporters of the different conformations present in 

solution. Adding CD3OH (Figure 3a), changing the solvent from 

CDCl3 to CD2Cl2, or heating at 100°C in C2D2Cl4 (Figure S10-S11) 

again led to simplifications of the NMR spectrum, but not to the 

extent that the assignment of a prevailing species could be made. 

It is thus not clear whether the co-existing conformers are all of 

type II and IV, i.e. conducive of a one handed-helix, or whether 

the conformers I and III are also present. In any case, the behavior 

of oligomer 21 suggests that aromatic helices may not be used to 

template helical folding of more than three vinyl groups. 

Conclusions 

In this study we have successfully synthetized novel conjugated 

quinolylene-vinylene oligomer analogs of known oligoamide 

foldamers that have been previously shown to form a stable 

helical architecture. These isosteric oligomers did not show a 

similar propensity to fold into define helical structures. Contrary to 

their parent molecules, they tend to preferentially adopt an 

extended conformation in solution. However, we have also 

demonstrated that helical folding could be templated by the use 

of short oligoamide segments at each end of the oligomers, if the 

vinylene segment has up to three vinyl groups. This effect can be 

further improved by the addition of a polar solvent such as 

methanol which contributes to solvophobic induced folding. For 

this new class of hybrid oligomers it is expected that the 

replacement of the amide groups with vinylene groups not only 

changes the structural dynamics of the molecules but also their 

intrinsic properties. As in conducting polymers, the conjugation 

imparted by vinylene linkages will probably affect the electronic 

properties of the oligomer. Investigations of the charge transport 

properties of these compounds are in progress and will be 

reported in due course. 

Experimental Section 

General: All chemicals were used as received from commercial sources 

without further purification unless otherwise specified. Anhydrous THF was 

obtained from distillation over sodium/benzophenone. Chloroform and 

diisopropylethylamine were distilled from calcium hydride before using. 1H 

NMR, 13C NMR and 2D NMR and variable temperature spectra were 

recorded on BRUKER AVANCE 300 MHz or 400 MHz spectrometers. 

Chemical shifts are presented in parts per million (δ, ppm) using solvent 

residue peaks as references (chloroform δ = 7.26 ppm, dichloromethane δ = 

5.32 ppm, acetone δ = 2.05 ppm). Coupling constants are reported as Hertz. 

ESI high resolution mass spectra were recorded on ThermFisher Exactive 

spectrometer. 

General procedure for the synthesis of methylene alcohols: To a 100 

mL flask was added with corresponding methyl ester (1 eq.) and NaBH4 

(10 eq.), then THF was added. The resulting mixture was heated at 50 °C. 

Methanol was added slowly into the mixture. After complete addition of 

methanol, the mixture was stirred at 50 °C and the reaction was monitored 

by TLC. Upon completion of the reaction (usually within one hour), the 

mixture was allowed to cool to room temperature. Water was added to 

quench the unreacted NaBH4. Then dichloromethane was added to extract 

the compound (3 x 15 mL) and the organic phase was combined and 

washed with brine. The organic layer was dried over anhydrous Na2SO4. 

The salt was filtrated off and the solvent was removed to give a solid. The 

product was usually pure enough as indicated by 1H NMR spectra and was 

used for next step without further purification.  

General procedure for the preparation of aldehydes: To a 50 mL flask 

was added with corresponding methylene alcohol (1 eq.) and SIBX (1.2 

eq.). Then the flask was equipped with condenser and magnetic stirring 

bar. The atmosphere inside the flask was replaced with N2. Dry THF (15 

mL) was added into the flask through a syringe. The mixture was heated 

under reflux for 1 hour under N2. Upon completion of the reaction, the 

reaction was cooled down to room temperature. An aqueous solution of 

saturated Na2S2O3 (10 mL) was added to quench the reaction. 

Dichloromethane was added to extract the compound and then the organic 

phase was combined. The organic phase was washed three times with 

saturated Na2CO3 solution. The organic layer was dried over Na2SO4 and 

then filtrated to remove the salt. The solvent was evaporated to give a 

slurry. Hexane was added to precipitate the compound. The precipitate 

was filtrated and washed three times with hexane. The solid was collected 

and dried under vacuum to give the aldehyde. 

Synthesis of 4: To a 100 mL flask was added 1 (2.10 g, 7.0 mmol), NBS 

(1.37 g, 7.7 mmol) and AIBN (22 mg, 0.14 mmol). The air inside the flask 

was replaced with N2. Then 40 mL of CCl4 was added through a syringe. 

The mixture was heated under N2 at 75 °C overnight. The reaction mixture 

was cooled down to room temperature and washed with brine three times. 

The organic layer was dried over Na2SO4, the salt was removed by 

filtration. The solvent was evaporated to give a slurry. Cyclohexane was 

added and white needle crystals slowly formed upon standing the solution 

at room temperature. The solid was filtrated and washed three times with 

cyclohexane. The solid was collected and dried under vacuum to obtain a 

white solid (1.85 g, 69.0%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ 8.21 (dd, J = 8.4, 

1.5 Hz, 1 H), 7.90 (dd, J = 7.2, 1.5 Hz, 1 H), 7.58 (s, 1 H), 7.56 (t, J = 7.7 

Hz, 1 H), 5.31 (s, 2 H), 4.18 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 2 H), 4.06 (s, 3 H), 1.86 (m, 1 

H), 1.64-1.53 (m, 4 H), 0.99 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 6 H) ppm; 13C NMR (75 MHz, 

CDCl3): δ 166.5, 163.0, 148.8, 146.0, 137.0, 131.7, 127.2, 122.6, 101.0, 

71.1, 53.1, 40.8, 29.5, 23.6, 11.3 ppm, ESI HRMS m/z: calcd for 

C18H23BrNO3 [M+H]+ 380.0856, found 380.0852. 

Synthesis of 5: To a 50 mL flask was added 4 (2.36 g, 6.2 mmol). The air 

inside the flask was replaced with N2 and triisopropylphosphite (3.0 mL, 

12.4 mmol) was added. The mixture was heated at 70 °C for 3 hours under 

N2. The reaction mixture was cooled down to room temperature. Toluene 

was added to remove the excess of triisopropylphosphite by co-

evaporating under reduced pressure. The slurry was dried under high 

vacuum to give a white solid (2.52 g, quant). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 

δ 8.13 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1 H), 7.93 (dd, J = 7.3, 3.4 Hz, 1 H), 7.53 (s, 1 H), 

7.54 (t, J = 8.2 Hz, 1 H), 4.74-4.63 (m, 2 H), 4.16 (d, J = 5.4 Hz, 2 H), 4.06 

(d, J = 22.3 Hz, 2 H), 1.84 (m, 1 H), 1.61-1.53 (m, 4 H), 1.22 (d, J = 6.4 Hz, 

6 H), 1.09 (d, J = 6.4 Hz, 6 H), 0.99 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 6 H) ppm; 13C NMR (75 

MHz, CDCl3): δ 163.1, 148.1, 146.9, 146.8, 132.7, 132.6, 131.6, 131.5, 

127.2, 127.1, 122.7, 122.6, 120.8, 120.7, 100.6, 70.7, 52.9, 41.0, 29.2, 

27.3, 24.2, 23.9, 23.7, 11.4 ppm; 31P NMR ( 121 MHz, CDCl3): δ 25.2 ppm, 

ESI HRMS m/z: calcd for C24H37NO6P [M+H]+ 466.2353, found 466.2348. 

General procedure for the Horner-Wadsworth-Emmons (HWE) 

coupling: To a dry 50 mL flask was added with the aldehyde (1 eq.), 5 

(1.1 eq.) and NaH (2 eq.). The atmosphere inside the flask was replaced 

with N2. Dry THF and 15-crown-5 (1 eq.) were added though syringes. The 

mixture was stirred at room temperature for 2 hours. Upon completion, the 

reaction was quenched by adding water and dichloromethane. The 

compound was extracted with dichloromethane (15 mL ×  3) and the 

organic layer was dried over Na2SO4. The salt was filtrated off and the 

solvent was removed. The residue was dried under high vacuum. To this 

solid was added with K2CO3 (1.5 eq.) and acetone (20 mL). The mixture 

was stirred at room temperature for about 10 minutes before adding MeI 

(2 eq.). The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 5 hours. Water 

was then added into the mixture to dissolve the salt. Dichloromethane was 

added to extract the compound (20 mL ×  3). The organic layer was 



 
    

 

 

 

 

 

combined and was washed with brine three times (15 mL each time). The 

organic layer was dried with Na2SO4 and the salt was filtrated off. The 

solvent was evaporated to obtain a slurry. The residue was purified with 

silica gel column chromatography. The pure fraction was collected and the 

solvent was removed to give the compound as light yellow solid. 

General procedure for Boc-amine deprotection: To a dry flask was 

added with the Boc-protected amine compound (1 eq.). The compound 

was dissolved in to 3 mL of dry dichloromethane. Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, 

1 mL) was added into the solution. The mixture was stirred at room 

temperature for 2 hours. Dichloromethane (15 mL) was added to dilute the 

solution and the solution was washed with water and saturated NaHCO3 

aqueous solution three times. The organic layer was dried over anhydrous 

Na2SO4 and the salt was filtrated off. The solvent was removed and the 

resulting solid was used without any further purification.  

General procedure for the acid chloride coupling: To a dry 25 mL flask 

was added with the corresponding carboxylic acid (1 eq.). Then the flask 

was sealed with septum and the atmosphere was exchanged to N2. Dry 

chloroform (5 mL) was added into the flask to dissolve the solid under N2. 

Then oxalyl chloride (when there is no acid sensitive functional group 

presented, 5 eq.) or 1-chloro-N,N,2-trimethyl-1-propenylamine (Ghosez’s 

reagent, when acid sensitive functional groups presented, 1.5 eq.) was 

added, the mixture was stirred at room temperature under N2 for 2 hours. 

Upon completion of the activation, the solvent was removed under high 

vacuum and the residue was dried under high vacuum for 3 hours. To a 

separate dry flask was added with the corresponding amine (0.95 eq.). The 

flask was sealed with septum and the air was exchanged with N2. Then 

dry DIPEA (2 eq.) and 2 mL of dry chloroform was added into the flask. 

Under N2 atmosphere, the acid chloride was removed from the vacuum 

and dissolved into minimum amount of dry chloroform. The acid chloride 

solution was transferred into the flask with amine and the resulting mixture 

was stirred at room temperature under N2 for overnight. Then the reaction 

was quenched by adding water. Dichloromethane was added to extract the 

compound. Depending on the purity of the crude, either precipitation with 

methanol or silica gel column chromatography was used to purify the 

compound.  
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